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Abstract
The use and application of technology is the challenge of tourism for the XXI century. Thus, a novel application for mobile devices
is deployed. Our application allows you to browse all points of interest to the user such as hotels, restaurants, attractions, etc. Our
application incorporates at ﬁrst instance the city of Mexico, one of the cities most visited by tourists. With respect to Mexico city
we added three important features to our application. First, the user can indicate whether traveling by car or walks. Second, user
can choose city area to visit, as well as the maximum distance at which he want to move. Third, our application will generate
the shortest route to follow. Secondly but no less important, our application incorporates the city of Puebla, a city declared World
Heritage. It support the eﬃciently tourists in planning their stay in Puebla City showing user a set of tourist places and services,
both useful for tourists, of which user chooses those who want to know. From this set of selected places our application determines
the shortest path using the traveling salesman algorithm. Also, emergency services information about all local points is available.
Generation of custom path is integrated, allowing user to have Google maps with all places to visit with a true an accurate location.
Finally, our application allows the user to display maps of tourist places in real time without the GPS service, instead we use GPRS
via Wireless Application Protocol with the Google Maps API.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction
Currently, the people mobility is a key component in modern live of XXI century, facilitated by novel applications
and new technologies. One of the opportunity niches with greater potential for growth due to these new technologies
is occupied by tourism. Furthermore, we must consider that our society is a potential consumer of daily technologies
such as: mobile devices, mobile applications, gadgets, etc., which have conquered an important place in the range of
our basic needs1. That’s why day by day application developers oriented to this kind of technologies, are performing
the task to create and to innovate more applications, which can be used by people who own such technology and for
all those who are part of our society2,3,4,5. Considering that for many years tourism has experienced continued growth.
And its deep diversiﬁcation has become a sector with the highest economic growth in the world. This dynamism has
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meant that tourism will become the key element for socio-economic progress. Thus, tourism is currently considered a
factor of development and competitiveness in Mexico and in the world. Mexico has recognized the economic potential
of this activity due to the detonation of jobs it generates, being most important those cities world heritage. Therefore,
it has recently been demonstrated and recognized capacity of tourism for poverty reduction in developing countries.
Mexico is no exception, should take the opportunity to detonate regional development.
Our main purpose is to know about the eﬀects that tourists can experiment when they are visiting a place instead
of knowing how they manage or plan their vacation. On the world stage, tourism presents compelling numbers. The
growth of world tourism has had a constant development over the past 50 years. From 25 million tourists to the early
50s up to 673 million tourists in 2000, which meant that multiplied 26 times in that period. The World Tourism Orga-
nization (WTO - for its acronym in English) predicts a long-term growth of 4.1% by 2020, and is expected to reach the
amount of 1.5 billion tourists for that year. A typical example of how tourists act to get to visit a city shows that they
use some tools such as maps, guidebooks, public transport timetables, opening hours of museums, institutions, among
others6. For this reason it is necessary to know the problems faced tourists and the decisions them must make when
visiting any place. Another important aspect is to analyze all particular solutions they take while traveling. Finally, it
is important to discuss the possibilities of new designs based on new trends. Likewise many countries as Mexico has
vast and important tourist destinations that allow you to capture signiﬁcant foreign exchange resources. Income from
foreign tourists represent a contribution very signiﬁcant for a country. To mid 70s tourism consolidates in Mexico and
achieves take oﬀ to reach 12 million tourists international. By 2000, the country surpasses the 30 million arrivals.
Some aspects that are important for any tourist application are: A list places and relevant aspects that tourists can
visit, with its corresponding phone number, opening hours, and if it is possible the approximate cost of admission.
Also, we must note that planning a route using a common map is too diﬃcult, so that the ideal would be to conduct a
search of the path from a device having a map and a kind of Guide book, which was 100% portable and could function
together. As we know, good tourist technologies are not just those that make them more eﬃcient for tourists but also to
make tourism more enjoyable. To create this application has been taken into account diﬀerent aspects, which will be
detailed while describing the project developed. For the development of this project it has been created an application
focused on tourists visiting the Puebla City and Mexico City. This application provides tourism in two major cities
of the country center, Puebla historic center and Mexico City. Puebla nestled in the center of Mexico and under the
imposing presence of the Popocatepetl and Iztaccihuatl volcanoes, also called ‘The Reliquary of America’ because of
its architectural beauty. And Mexico City, a fascinating capital that beguiles its visitors with endless options.
2. Smart City World Heritage
Smart City World Heritage is a novel application for mobile devices such as: smart phones, tablets, PDA, etc.
Our application consists of two main components. The ﬁrst one that supports tourists visiting the Puebla city, with
services that allow tourists choose to visit places of interest in the historical center of city. In addition, our application
generates a map with the most appropriate route to travel to diﬀerent destinations. For map generation we use the
api of google maps as well as the traveling salesman algorithm to ﬁnd the optimal route to visit the places chosen by
tourists. In this case we use the gprs service oﬀered by wap. The second component supports tourist who chooses the
Mexico city as a destination to visit. This component incorporates a minimalist interface whose main menu is a text
that describes support provided by this. Next, we describe each of these components highlighting those innovative
technologies used for its implementation.
2.1. Puebla City World Heritage
As you can see, in ﬁgure 1a) we shows the main interface for tourists visiting the Puebla city. As mentioned earlier,
one of the most important parts that make up our project is the famous TSP algorithm; this section is aimed to deter-
mine the most convenient route for tourists to visit places that he has chosen. What is wanted looking for the lowest
cost route is to reduce travel time from one place to another one and to cover the largest number of sites selected
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desired for visits. This form displays information from the selected site location and its description (see ﬁgure 1b)).
Fig. 1. a) Interface of Smart City World Heritage b) Sequence to choose a tourist site
The set of options shown inside the circle that contains icons for each of these has a role similar to that described
in ﬁgure 1b). The following 2 options can be found in the main menu of our application, vary with respect to the other
one, as they have a diﬀerent functionality. Next we will show the performance of each one, such as in the diagram
above. Also we can mention that the sequential access on arrays is also faster than linked lists. Since our research
work at random because you never know in what order the user can select the sites to visit. That is why we took this
decision. As we can see the matrix is less complex than the linked list according to how we will use them, there is no
persistence in the matrix and that is something that is not relevant to our project and the location is in the best interests
us is much better than a linked list, for that and for simplicity and convenience of implementation we opted for this
alternative.
2.1.1. SMART GPRS and WAP Settings
To connect a J2ME application, that is to say MIDLET internet must do two things:
1. Having properly conﬁgured your phone in order to connect it via GPRS or any other modern technology. (WAP
Browsing correctly does not mean that you have properly conﬁgured your phone to connect to Internet applications).
To conﬁgure your phone or PDA we can go to visit our ISP, they often have pages where you put your mobile number
and then they send you a free SMS conﬁguration that does it all automatically.
2. In our phone, navigating through the menus, we have to look for the option’s WAP connection or proﬁles (each
model has its own menus, so it is not feasible to give more details) and when we ﬁnd it we must select as default a
connection called the Internet or if it does not appear, a connection that is called ”Java Session ” must be selected.
The two aspects mentioned above were very important for the realization of our research project, since the GPRS
connection to the internet is a substantial part of it.
For our research project we rely on the following application, in which you enter the URL of a page that will
return an image (.png), then some code we used in our work will be shown, whose importance was vital to connect
our application to the Internet. The interface used to connect our application to Internet via GPRS service is very
important because during our research we found that connection ContentConnection describes the connection in
sequences transmitted, which in our case is the content that makes up the image (∗.png) will be returned to us Google
Static Maps API. The advantage of ContentConnection in comparison to other connection interfaces, you may be able
to provide the content length to be transferred during the connection, if the length is available it is used to read data in
a massive way, if there is exception connection and stream I/O are closed.
2.1.2. Google Maps API Family
Google Maps7, oﬀers a wide array of APIs that allows users to insert the most complete functions and daily use of
Google Maps on your own website and in your own applications and place on top their own data on them. In our case,
we used this API to complement and make our application oﬀers users a high and very eﬃcient quality service for
your needs as a tourist. Within the broad range of APIs oﬀered by Google Maps7, we have used the Static Maps API
, because it allows users to insert a Google Maps picture quick and easy in your web pages or mobile sites without
using JavaScript or charging system dynamic pages. Google Static Maps service will create your map from URL
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parameters sent through a standard HTTP request and a bitmap image will be generate to display it. About the usage
limits it can be mentioned that using Google Static Maps API is subject to a limit of only 1,000 image applications
(diﬀerent among them) per visitor each day. Moreover, application of identical images, generally, does not count while
calculating the number of times that the user has been connected. If you exceed the limit within 24 hours or if you
abuse of the service, Google Static Maps API could stop working temporarily if the limit continues being exceeded,
access to Google Static Maps API can be blocked. The URL of static maps has a limited size of 2,048 characters. In
practice, probably you will not need an URL larger than these, unless you wish to create complex maps that include a
large number of markers and routes.
Fig. 2. Connection to Google Maps
Google Static Maps API returns an image (GIF, PNG or JPEG) which is a mosaic of several images that make
up Google maps, as a result of an HTTP request through a URL. For each application will have to specify the map
location, the size of the image, zoom level, map type and position of optional markers in speciﬁc locations on the
map. In addition, you can tag your bookmarks with alphanumeric characters, so you can refer to them in a ”key ”.
As we know maps to mobile devices presents several challenges (ﬁgure 2). Since usually the real space on the screen
is small, maps used on the desktop can be too detailed for using them in a mobile device. In addition, many of the
most complete mobile devices have higher resolutions for your screen size, so that, for example, the text often appears
in smaller font sizes. This is why it is important to note that within URL it is speciﬁed if the map to shown will be
displayed on the screen of a mobile device, as shown in ﬁgure 2. It is an example that shows the connection of our
application to Google Maps and it displayed on the device display the mosaic (portion of map) requested.
2.2. Mexico City a Fascinating Capital
Mexico City, a fascinating capital that beguiles its visitors with endless options. With this same spirit we have
developed a minimalist application, whose interface breaks schemes in the interfaces design. Thus, in ﬁgure 3a)
shows the interface of our application, as you can see the menu options are embedded in text that describes application
objective, i.e., the tourist has the following options: Choose the type of place to visit; Preferred maximum distance;
The way they displace.
First, the tourist can choose among diﬀerent types of places you want to visit such as: historic places, ecological
places, food, concerts, theater, nightlife or parks. Similarly, the tourist can choose which maximum distance that he
wants to go, this is he can choose among one, two or three hours, this naturally depends on how he wants to move.
Finally, The tourist can choose how he wants to move, i.e., by car o walking. As we described above, in case of
Mexico city our application also oﬀers the best route to visit the places selected by tourists, as shown in ﬁgure 3b).
Likewise, we use the algorithm TSP to ﬁnd the best route. This type of interface has had many successful feedback
from users who used it. This is due to the abstract words but with powerful content, which makes their use a delicacy
for whoever uses it.
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Fig. 3. a) Minimalist interface for Mexico City b) Minimalist interface for map Mexico City
3. Meta−analysis of the impact of research setting
We selected a group of 60 tourists to participate in the experiment. The selection was done based on the interest of
the international and national tourists and the ownership of smart phone and/or tablet. The use was done by carrying
out collaborative activities that involved choice of places to visit based on user proﬁles activity more accepted and
recommended by users. The tourists utilized various features and qualities of smart phone such as: zoom in and zoom
out on the obtained maps. The tourists used our application of save pictures for carrying out collaboration activities in
the choice of places to visit. Exploiting mobility, dynamics, the availability and accessibility properties of the smart
phones and used various tools and technologies embedded in them, such as: image display, displayed text, availability
of headphones for personal use, mp3 playback and surround sound playback. recording audio about their comments,
measuring time, transferring of information, voice and text communication, forwarding screen content to partners and
sending SMS or MMS messages to them via bluetooth or Wiﬁ (Wireless Fidelity).
3.1. Data collecting means tool
We used a pre-constructed blog in order to suggest ideas regarding the use of smart phones in the process of visiting
the tourist’s places in the city of Puebla and to inquire about them. The tourist guide informed the tourists that they
could ask questions in the blog, add remarks, add feedback, comment, document events and actions and write about
their feelings regarding the experiment. They also asked the tourists to write about their expectations and the activities
that they would like to be engaged with. Also, they were asked to comment on the usefulness of the application, both
in its use and content of information.
3.2. Interviews with the tourists
The tourist guide interviewed each participant for ten minutes about her/his experience using our application in
smart phones and tablets. The interviews were semi−structured to analyze and characterize the tourists’ perceptions
of this tool.
3.3. Data processing and analysis
Our analysis was based on discourse analysis8 which can be described as an ”analysis which studies practices of
producing knowledge and meanings in concrete contexts and institutions”, and adds:9 ”Discourse analysis system-
atizes diﬀerent ways of talking in order to make visible the perspectives and starting points on the basis of which
knowledge and meanings are produced in a particular historical moment. It pays attention to the way in which dis-
courses produce and transform social reality, and makes it possible to evaluate the practical consequences of diﬀerent
ways of approaching a particular phenomenon”. We used discourse analysis to analyze the tourists’ writing regarding
the way in which they perceived the tourism using mobile phones.
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3.4. Discussion
Tourists perceive Smart City World Heritage environment as a new form of tourism based on mobile devices as
having diﬀerent characteristics than a traditional guide. These characteristics enrich their knowledge and make it
more enjoyable. Some tourists identiﬁed themselves with the experiment, and to facilitate their visit to our city by the
choice of places to know more easily, simpler, and collaborative. Just like the social relations in our society. It should
be noted that we consider the novelty of the experiment to be the main reason for the tourists’ astonishment, because
many tourists mentioned this novelty in the blog. We can see that the novelty of the experiment is a main factor for the
tourists’ participation and involvement. Moreover, the tourists expected the experiment to be enjoyable and a fun one,
and this expectation was realized because of the interesting tourism qualities and the mobile phone features. These
fun feelings motivated tourists making them like the experiment and identify with it, and consequently believe in its
success. Tourists also were interested in learning the Spanish language because: they enjoy music outdoors, they
want to learn the language and the children and teens with their natural curiosity and enthusiasm are attracted in the
language8. The music, videos and chat on their mobile phone is fun and encouraged them to learn. From the results
we note that the application has considerable acceptance as it not only used the application to their subjects, but also
was used as part of his leisure and do not need any training to use.
4. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented two alternative interfaces, traditional and minimalist. The aim of developing two
diﬀerent interfaces is to receive feedback on acceptance that each one of them. The minimalist interface had greater
acceptance in the taste of users. The interaction with brief textual interfaces was better accepted. On the other hand,
the traditional interface (based on icons) was accepted as any other current interface, i.e., is an interface that the user
perceives naturally. Also, the GPRS use allows our application available to users whose mobile phone has no GPS.
Furthermore, our application is available in 2 languages, English and Spanish, because most tourists visiting the state
of Puebla speak Spanish or English in case of foreign tourists. Finally, participants using the application to Mexico
City found interesting, pleasant and intuitive, fact that they considered innovative, fast and easy to use.
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